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From the The Cowichan Tribes Land Use Framework Document, 2014 
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     “We worked hard to engage staff and community members in discussions about community needs and concerns, and land use and development.
      We also tried to make sure that project work moved at a pace that our community members were comfortable with. We wanted to reach a broad range      
      of community members throughout this project. That’s why, as part of the larger Comprehensive Community Planning process, we used a variety of   
      different activities to engage with Cowichan Tribes community members, Cowichan Tribes staff, and Cowichan Tribes Council. We also met with 
      neighbouring governments (City of Duncan, Cowichan Valley Regional District) to find ways to harmonize and coordinate our planning for those areas of   
      our reserves that abut our neighbours. We also wanted to learn more about their land use plans and any proposed developments, which our future Land 
      Use Plan (and current planning) will need to consider.” (The Cowichan Tribes Land Use Framework Document Introduction)

Cowichan Tribes developed The Cowichan Tribes Land Use Framework document. It was achieved through a community-based planning process (CPP). 
It’s a substantial and detailed report, and for reasons of brevity, I won’t include all of it in this research report. However, after the reviewal of it, it was clear 
that a Child & Elder Cultural Centre, would fit well into their framework.

Developed over the course of their CCP project and Land Use Planning process, the following policy directions are the heart of The Cowichan Tribes Land 
Use Framework. They represent the areas that community members feel are most important and need to be focused on as they work towards developing 
a more comprehensive Land Use Plan. 

A. COMMUNITY: Create safe, healthy, beautiful communities. 

B. HOUSING: Provide a variety of healthy, well-built and affordable housing options to meet the needs of our population. 

C. ECONOMY: Use our land to sustainably support the generation of wealth for the community and new employment for community members. 

D. TRANSPORTATION: Support transportation choice and accessibility. 

E. CULTURE AND ENVIRONMENT: Protect and conserve our sacred, cultural, and natural assets 

F. FACILITIES: Provide adequate facilities for recreation, culture, youth, elders, and government. 

G. INFRASTRUCTURE: Plan and build infrastructure efficiently and equitably in all our communities. 

H. GOVERNANCE: Decisions about lands management and development should be transparent, defensible and fair. 

KEY DIRECTIONS FOR LAND USE 



CURRENT: BC Passive House Plant
1928 Artisan Rd, Pemberton, BC

Currently located on Highway 99, just 35km/27mi north of Whistler, 104km/
65mi southwest of Lillooet. Pemberton is part of the Lillooet River Valley, a 
vast glacial trough that lies between the Coast and Cascade mountains. 
The Valley was first settled by the Lil'wat Nation, a branch of the Interior 
Salish. (HelloBC.com)

PROPOSED: Little Ancestors, Child & Elder Cultural Centre
77 River Rd. Duncan, BC

Duncan is in the heart of the Cowichan Valley. The Coast Salish First 
Nations who originally inhabited this region named the valley after a word in 
their language, meaning,"land warmed by the sun." The region has the 
highest mean average annual temperature in Canada at 11°C/52°F and gets 
its share of rain over the winter, 117cm/46inches. (HelloBC.com)

The proposed site for Little Ancestors is within 688.16m of related band 
owned facilities: Ts’ewulhtun Health Centre (Medical Clinic), Cowichan 
Tribes Main Building, (includes Quw’utsun S’ulhween Elder Centre), 
Quw’utsun Syuw’entst Velum’ Culture and Education Centre, 
Ts’i’ts’uwatul’ Lelum Assisted Living and Le’lum’uylh Daycare Centre.

SITE ANALYSIS



- Relocation of the Passive House Plant from     
Pemberton. B.C. to Duncan, B.C. would not pose 
any ecological interferences or geographical 
challenges, as the two locations have similar 
climates; temperature, humidity, atmospheric 
pressure, wind, and precipitation. 

- For thousands of years, the Pacific Ocean 
provided Salish people with everything they needed 
to survive and prosper.  This area has an 
abundance of natural resources including fish, 
forests and minerals. 

- Because of this, the environment, and the respect 
for it, and preservation of it, is deeply rooted in 
Salish culture and tradition.

- Toting an environmentally sound, sustainable, and 
conscientious design, a Passive House is an ideal 
building to be situated on traditional territory.

- 77 River Rd. and much of the surrounding land is 
Cowichan Tribes, they have jurisdiction to build at 
their will. 

- This site is in close proximity to their gym, 
community centre, daycare and tribal 
administration buildings and is accessible and 
familiar.

- City sewage, gas, hydro. and electrical 
connections are all available and in good working 
order for new construction hook-up.

- Building site is mostly cleared of trees and heavy 
brush, and there is ample room to create parking. 
See Google street view (below).



Cowichan Tribes has 2,389 hectares (5,903 Acres) of reserve land spread between nine reserves. (see figure below).The majority of this land (2,254 
hectares) is located within IR1. Cowichan Tribes also has two fee simple land parcels. The Paldi property is a 202.35 hectares (500 acres) site located on 
the north side of Lake Cowichan Highway just west of Somenos Road. Koksilah Farm Nursery is a 19 hectare (49 acre) site located in Municipality of North 
Cowichan. The Cowichan Tribes Land Use Framework Document summarizes and highlights land use constraints and considerations on Cowichan Tribe’s 
nine reserves. IR1 is Cowichan Tribe’s biggest reserve at 2,254 hectares. This reserve includes a number of villages and subdivisions, as well as most of 
their community facilities. 

LOT AREA: 96, 053 S.F. (8,923 .63 M2) 
LOT PERIMETER : 1252 FT (381.61 M)
PARKING AREA: 55409 S.F. (5147.68 M2)
OUTDOOR PLAY AREA: 10254 S.F. (952.67 M2)

ZONING



To better understand this large and complex area, it’s been divided it into a number of ‘planning areas’ based on current land uses, terrain, access, 
hazards, and opportunities. 

The figure below indicates the planning area information where the proposed Child & Senior Centre will be situated (Planning area 6) and its closest nearby 
area (Planning Area 7).

LAND DEVELOPMENT CONSIDERATIONS





The building location is familiar to community members,  accessible by transit, and has ample room to build parking. City sewage, gas, hydro. and 
electrical connections are all available and in good working order for new construction hook-up.

The building, a large factory, is a Passive House. A Passive House is most efficient when it is located along an east/west principal axis so that it faces 
within 30 degrees of due South (in the Northern hemisphere). This allows the building to derive maximum benefit from useful solar gains.

Preservation of, and respect for the natural environment is deeply rooted in Salish culture, as well, wood is a traditional and sacred resource to the 
Cowichan People- making both the location and the building construction type the best choices.

BUILDING LOCATION & ORIENTATION



BC Passive House (BCPH), is a full service 
prefabrication company specializing in the design and 
construction of high performance panelized building 
systems, specialized structural panels including; Cross-
Laminated Timber (CLT), and Nail Laminated Timber 
(NLT) hybrid systems, heavy timber packages and 
Passive House construction.

The BC Passive House (BCPH) factory is a ‘all wood 
construction demonstration project’. The building was 
the vision of a company dedicated to the concept of 
truly sustainable construction methodologies, typified 
by the international Passive House Standard. BCPH 
mandated that the facility design must exemplify their 
commitment to wood design and sustainable 
construction practices. 

The architects who designed BCPH (Hemsworth 
Architecture) used natural daylight and exposed wood 
finishes within the building to produce a warm, 
comfortable, and inspiring workspace. 

The main motivation for the project’s design was the 
inspiration that industrial or everyday buildings, which 
make up a vast amount of our built environment, can 
be just as important, and well considered, as our more 
public and ‘architectural’ buildings. (Durfeld Constructors)

THE BUILDING
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The office & conference room are built to Passive House standards – the rest of the building is an example of heavy timber and structural panel packages. 

PASSIVE HOUSE (PASSIVHAUSE)

Note: The following section is from the handbook;“Passivhause Primer: Designer’s Guide – A Guide for the Design Team and Local Authorities.”

A Passive House, is a high-performance based building standard that was developed in Europe. It focuses on reducing or eliminating the need for an 
active heating or cooling system to maintain a comfortable interior climate. This is achieved through efficient design that utilizes passive heating and 
cooling techniques and an optimized building envelope that is airtight, super-insulated and fitted with energy efficient windows and a heat recovery 
ventilation system (HRV). Wood is an attractive material for Passive House because of how it combines thermal mass with a number of performance 
merits, including water resistance, structural integrity and finish quality. Wood is often the material of choice for prefabricated Passive House designed 
panels. (Wood, Naturally)

CONSTRUCTION METHODS

Virtually all construction methods can be successfully utilized for Passive House design. Masonry (cavity wall and monolithic), timber frame, off-site 
prefabricated elements, insulated concrete formwork; steel, straw bale and many hybrid constructions have been successfully used in Passive House 
buildings. External insulation is widely used in Passive Houses’ due to the reduction in thermal bridging that occurs when the structural members are 
wrapped in insulation.

AIRTIGHTNESS

In order to reduce the heating demand and prevent warm moisture laden air from entering the fabric the building must have very good airtightness levels. 
Good airtightness levels can only be achieved by using an air tight membrane or barrier within each of the building elements. Depending on the type of 
construction being used the air tight barrier may be formed by either a parging coat (masonry) a vapour barrier membrane or by using OSB-3 board or 
other timber sheet products of suitable thickness and airtightness. The airtight layer should be clearly defined and specified at the Detailed Design stage 
and illustrated on all production drawings. The air tightness of a Passive House building is defined by an n50 test measurement which combines both 
under and over pressurization tests. Delivering such rigorous standards in practice is facilitated by good design at the outset. 

Correctly siting the air tight barrier within the construction build up reduces the need for repeated service penetrations (for cabling, pipe work etc). Where 
such penetrations are unavoidable proprietary gaskets and grommets are available to maintain an air tight seal. The airtightness of the building is greatly 
affected by the workmanship of the site operatives, so air tightness details must be buildable on site. It is imperative that the contractors are aware of the 
impacts of their trades on maintaining the airtight barrier and its importance in achieving the overall Passive House standard. It is strongly recommended 
that at least two airtightness tests are built in to the construction schedule. The first test should be commissioned whilst the air-barrier is still exposed, 
ideally at the end of first fix stage when the joinery has been installed. A final test can then be carried out at completion by an ATTMA registered tester for 
inclusion in the PHI certification dossier.

CONSTRUCTION TYPE
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ORIENTATION

Where possible a Passive House building should be orientated along an east/west principle axis so that the building faces within 30 degrees of due south 
(in the Northern hemisphere). This allows the building to derive maximum benefit from useful solar gains, which are predominantly available to south facing 
facades during the winter months. With good planning a Passive House building can also be realized where a south facing orientation is not possible, 
although the annual heating demand may increase by 30-40% as a result.

HEATING

As the heating demand is so low a conventional heating system consisting of a centralized boiler feeding a series of radiators or under-floor heating coils in 
each room becomes unnecessary. In all but the coldest temperatures a Passive House building will be capable of maintaining an internal temperature of 
20°C solely by relying on the heat given off by appliances, occupants and solar gain. 

During the very coldest weeks of the year a small amount of supplementary heating may be required and this can be provided in the form of a post-air 
heating unit in the MVHR ventilation system and/or small towel radiators or under floor heating in the bathrooms. 

Care should be taken when specifying the type and controls used for any back up heating as a poorly designed system could result in unwanted 
over-heating.

*U VALUES & OPAQUE ITEMS

The Passive House standard requires that all thermal elements have a very good U value. Whilst the absolute value adopted for the opaque elements will 
vary according to the buildings context (location, form etc), the recommended limits are:

– walls, floors and roofs, ≤ 0.15 W/mÇK
– complete window installation, ≤ 0.85 W/mÇK

In some situations these backstop values will need to be improved upon and should therefore be regarded as the maximum acceptable U-values.

*Definition of U–value: a measure of the heat transmission through a building part (as a wall or window) or a given thickness of a material (as insulation) 
with lower numbers indicating better insulating properties



Wall constructions capable of achieving a U value of ≤ 0.15 W/m2K with less than a 450mm build-up.
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THERMAL BRIDGES

Geometric junctions and connections between elements typically provide a thermally conductive bypass route for heat loss and must be reduced or 
eliminated wherever possible. Careful construction detailing is required to ensure the junctions do not create unnecessary heat loss paths. 

The use of external insulation provides a major advantage in reducing thermal bridges at geometric junctions. Strategic placement of insulation in and 
around junction details helps to reduce connection heat loss paths. 

To avoid unnecessary heat loss a Passive House should be thermally bridge free, in practice this means that any linear (two dimensional) thermal bridges 
should have a psi (Ψ) value of ≤ 0.01 W/mK. 

Point (three dimensional) thermal bridges can occur at the corners of buildings and whenever a column or point fixing creates a three dimensional heat flow 
path through a thermal element.

In Passive House design these bridges are usually designed out and can be ignored unless they contribute to significant heat losses.

MECHANICAL VENTILATION WITH HEAT RECOVERY (MVHR)

Ventilation losses account for a significant component of the total heat losses in a low energy building. The only way to further reduce these loses whilst 
maintaining indoor air quality is to recover some of the heat lost from the outgoing air. By using natural ventilation through open windows in winter all of the 
heat from the warm air leaving the building is lost. Furthermore natural ventilation in winter is often undesirable as can involve involves cold drafts and in 
some cases noise and environmental pollution entering the building.Currently the only way to recover ventilation heat losses and provide consistently good 
air quality in a sufficiently energy efficient manner is by using 

An MVHR system works by extracting air from certain rooms and supplying fresh air to others. The air that is extracted is warm indoor air from wet rooms 
such as kitchens and bathrooms - this air then passes through a heat exchanger which gives up the warmth from that air to the incoming fresh outdoor air. 
The incoming and exhaust air masses remain separate throughout and the “prewarmed” fresh outdoor air is then supplied to bedrooms, living rooms, 
dining rooms etc. This is a very efficient and controlled means of providing fresh air to the habitable spaces. In most situations a small heater coil or frost 
protection unit is used in the MVHR unit to prevent frost occurring within the unit itself during critical winter conditions. 

Only ventilation units which have been certified by the Passivhaus Institute and have a heat recovery efficiency of ≥ 75% (calculated according to the 
Passivhaus Institute methodology) and a specific fan power of ≤ 0.45 Wh/m3 should be specified. Detailed installation criteria are in place to strictly limit 
any unwanted noise transfer from the MVHR unit and sound transfer between rooms.



HOW MVHR WORKS

1.Old stale hot air is extracted from rooms that require     
   ventilation such as the kitchen and bathrooms. 

2. This air is collected in the extraction airbox and 
     transferred to the mechanical ventilation heat 
     recovery (MVHR) unit.

3. The mechanical ventilation heat recovery unit uses 
     the old stale warm air to heat new cooler air 
     collected from outside.

4. Cooler fresh air is brought in from outside to be 
    warmed by the old stale air.

5. The new fresh heated air is distributed around the 
     property two living areas.

6. The old stale air is disbursed of.
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BC Passive House Factory
Pemberton, BC

2014: Hemsworth Architecture
Design Architect: John Hemsworth

Size: 1500 sm (16,145 sf)
Height: 30 ft
Levels: 1 1/4 
Type: Commercial, Passive House

Awards: 
2016 Governor General’s Medal in Architecture
2015 AIBC Innovation Award
2015 BC Wood Design Award
2015 Architizer’s Project of the Day (15.03.21)
2014 North American Wood Design Award

OVERVIEW
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BC Passive House Factory is an all wood construction 'demonstration' project.
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360-degree clerestory windows provide natural daylight and views to the surrounding mountains.







Interior Elevation, showing access to upper offices.



The main structure of the building is Douglas Fir glulam post and beam, with solid wood (SPF), cross laminated timber panel walls, all manufactured in British Columba.



BCPH Main Floor Plan



Architecturally, The Passive House, a rectilinear “all wood demonstration project” intrinsically bears Coast Salish Longhouse attributes. An addition of 
cedar posts and “House Posts” (carved wooden figures to welcome) will amplify this connection and covey cultural and historical essence.Traditionally, a 
Longhouse has a great big, open interior.  It is a sacred place for conducting ceremonies, hosting events and having celebrations. The Passive House 
Plant has tall factory ceilings and an open plan which is conducive to similar, large community gatherings. The green design of the Passive House is in line 
with Cowichan people’s values and is universally accessible for young and old. Significant structural changes to The Passive House Plant will not be 
necessary to accommodate the new interior design of the Little Ancestors. Elder & Child Cultural Centre.  

The following sketches depict: 
1. Cowichan Tribes typical building exterior, note- posts. 
2. The Passive House Plant. 
3. An Integration of both designs

HOW THE BUILDING & TOPIC ALIGN
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CODE ANALYSIS
Key  Sections  and  Codes from 
the 2012 BC Building Code and 
Child Care Licensing Document
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2012 BC BUILDING CODE



2012 BC BUILDING CODE



2012 BC BUILDING CODE
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2016 CCLR



2016 CCLR



2016 CCLR



2016 CCLR



PROJECT TOPIC
Little Ancestors is a cultural centre for Cowichan community children, Elders and their family and friends.  The centre offers programs that celebrate and 
preserve the cultural heritage of the Cowichan people, through oral history sharing and creative expression. Emphasis is placed on storytelling, language 
and art. The building, a 16,000 S.F., award winning, Passive House factory, will be transformed into a spacious and vibrant community hub.  

PROJECT GOALS 
The BC Passive House Plant must be converted into Little Ancestors by, Preserving as much of the existing foliage as possible on site, Accentuating the 
architectural features of the building that fall in line with Coast Salish cultural sensibilities, and, be designed in a way that fulfills three main objectives:
1. Nurture The Cowichan People’s Own Way of Healing- Socially, Culturally and Spiritually. 
2. Prevent The Cowichan People’s Languages from Becoming Extinct. 
3. Grow, Champion and Celebrate The Cowichan People’s Artistic Expression.

FACILITY REQUIREMENTS 

FEASIBILITY ANALYSIS 
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Unit for Child Care Research
Community Care Facilities Licensing Program
Vancouver Island Health Authority (Island Health), 2015

MINIMUM INDOOR SPACE REQ. PER CHILD
3.7 square metres in a centre for children under 36 months, from 30 months 
to school age and in preschool (nursery school), excluding hallways, built‐in 
storage areas and bathrooms;   
4 square metres in special needs daycare;
3 square metres in out of school care; 
5 square metres per person in the sleeping area in overnight care

CONDITIONS & ORGANIZATIONAL REQUIREMENTS OF PLAY SPACE
A separate area required for each group: 12 children under 36 months or,
25 - 30 months to school‐,age or 
20 in kindergarten or grade 1or, 
25 in higher grades or,
16 children not yet in grade 1 attending a centre where at least 25% of the 
children have a special need or 20 in preschool (nursery school).  

PLAYROOM FURNITURE AND EQUIPMENT REQUIREMENTS & SPECS.
Appropriate equipment, furniture and supplies of sturdy, safe construction, 
easy to clean, free from hazards, and not interfering with exits. 
Play materials and indoor/outdoor play equipment suitable for age and 
development of the children, materials must be safe and play equipment 
safely constructed, free from hazards and in good repair.

SLEEP & REST AREA REQUIREMENTS FOR INFANTS
A sleeping arrangement not located in an activity area for each child under 
36 months, which consists of a crib, where the child is shorter than 90 cm 
and is unable to climb out of the crib unaided, or a mattress not less than 
7.5 cm thickness, or a cot or equivalent sleeping arrangement, with a clean 
washable mattress and clean washable covers.
SLEEP & REST AREA REQUIREMENTS FOR PRESCHOOL AGE KIDS
A sleeping arrangement for each child consisting of a mattress at least 7.5 
cm thick, or a cot or equivalent, with clean washable mattress cover and 
covers.

DIAPERING, TOILETING AND WASHING REQUIREMENTS
One toilet and washbasin for 12 children under 36 months; one for eight 
children in special needs day care.  For both groups, a change table that is 
not in the food preparation area and an additional washbasin convenient to 
the change table.  One toilet and washbasin for every 10 children 30 
months to school age. Bathrooms must be on the same floor as the facility. 
If a child requires mechanical aid for mobility a conveniently located grab 
bar beside at least one toilet. One toilet and washbasin for 15 children in an 
out‐of‐school program.

CHILDREN’S EATING AREAS
No specifications.

LIGHT, VENTILATION AND HEATING REQUIREMENTS
No specifications.

HEIGHT AND LEVEL SPECIFICATIONS
No specifications.

OFFICE AND STAFF ROOMS
No specifications.

KITCHEN AND FOOD PREPARATION AREA
No specifications.

STORAGE FOR CHILDREN’S BELONGINGS AND PLAY EQUIPMENT
No specifications.

MINIMUM OUTDOOR SPACE REQUIREMENTS PER CHILD
7 square metres.  The amount of outdoor space is not specified for 
preschool (nursery school) or school‐age care.

FENCING, ENCLOSURES & PLAYGROUND
The outdoor play area must be enclosed by a fence. Outdoor play 
equipment must be suitable for the age and development of persons 
enrolled.

FURNISHING AND EQUIPMENT GUIDELINES FOR LICENCED CHILDCARE FACILITIES 
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Proper dimensions: seat height 18-19 inches, seat depth 20 inch maximum, arm height 25-26 inches; style of arm: the arms must extend to the front of the 
seat so that they will support the weight of occupants who lean on them in order to stand or sit unassisted.

- Density and firmness: The cushions must be supportive so that the bottom of the seat will not sink much lower than the height of the occupant’s knee.

- Appropriate weight: Furniture to be placed in rooms with multiple functions and flexibility, such as stackable chairs, need to be light enough for the 
occupant to move while still providing a safe stable frame with arms that will not tip over when the seated person tries to rise. 

- Tables that fold need to have mechanisms that lock in place for stability without any sharp edges or movable parts that can cut and pinch when set in 
place.

- Rockers: Studies have shown that rocking chairs have a positive effect on the well-being of senior populations. There are safety concerns associated       
with the standard rocking chair, however. They are a trip hazard, and there is the possibility of rocking over someone’s foot. The safest way to provide the 
benefits of the rocking motion is a stable rocker that will not tip forward when the senior uses the arms for support. 

- Being sensitive to acoustics when designing and selecting finishes; choose those that reduce background noise for improved hearing at gatherings.

- Flushing transitions from one flooring material to another are vital. Plan for slab recesses to reduce trip hazards.

- Avoiding sharp corners or edges in millwork, wood trim, furniture, hardware, and other interior elements.

- Choosing flooring products that have patterns without high contrast and with colours close in value. Otherwise there is a potential for vertigo and falls.   

                                                                                                                                                                                                                                     (NCARB)

FURNISHING AND EQUIPMENT GUIDELINES FOR SENIORS







Interior Design will Centre Around the Following Main Activities: 
1. Language Nest Group Childcare - Language nests refer to early childhood education and care based on a specific language or culture.
2. Culture Camps - Summer day camps are carried out by Elders to increase the fluency of children by carrying out all daily activities in the language.
3. Cooking Classes- Elders teach children to cook cultural traditional foods.
4. Cowichan Knitting -The art of Cowichan Knitting is a unique form of knitting developed by the Cowichan First Nation. The sweaters are sometimes 
called Siwash Sweaters or Curling Sweaters.

With the Addition of:
Dancing and Movement Programs
Drumming
Storytelling

TYPES OF PROGRAMS OFFERED 
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BIO

I  started  studying  interior  design  when  most  of  my  peers  
had  launched  their  careers.  I  was  a  graduate  of  film  school  
and  had  worked  in  various  jobs  related  to  my  creative  skill  
set.  I’d  spent  my  twenties  gathering  everything  I  could  
personally  and  professionally  from  these  fantastic  
vocational  experiences.  Each  unique;  yet,  they  had  one  
thing  in  common-‐  storytelling.  Whether  I  was  designing  a  
display  or,  cutting  together  a  short  film,  I  had  to  uncover  
the  narrative  of  the  project  and  visually  communicate  a  
purpose  and  meaning  to  the  end  user.  This  is  the  heartbeat  
of  interior  design-‐  and  my  new  found  passion  in  life.  
Achieving  this  degree  marks  the  start  of  what  feels  like  will  
be  a  lifelong  career.  Helping  a  client  to  uncover  their  unique  
and  beautiful  story  is  my  passion.  I  can’t  wait  to  help  clients  
materialize  their  narrative.  

Sarah  Schwartz  is  a  Métis  student  of  interior  design  in  
her  fourth  year  at  Vancouver  Island  University.  She  
was  born  in  Winnipeg,  Manitoba,  and  currently  resides  
on  Gabriola  Island  in  British  Columbia,  Canada.




